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Rosalie Primary School
As an Independent Public School, Rosalie Primary School caters for
children in Kindergarten to Year 7 and draws from Shenton Park in
Western Australia.
Rosalie Primary School has a clear purpose, striving always to be
recognised as a school that maximises learning opportunities, while
focusing on developing its students’ academic, social, physical and
creative potentials.
Through its motto “Proud Tradition - Shaping Futures”, Rosalie Primary
School aims to provide high quality educational opportunities for each
child, ensuring they develop a broad range of skills and strong sense of
values to enable them to develop responsibility for their own direction and
to adapt to a changing world.
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Reflecting on 2012

2012 was a year of success and outstanding achievements for the students of Rosalie
Primary School, supported through the commitment of staff and strong community
partnerships.
In this, the second year of the implementation of our Business Plan, we looked closely at
our performance against our articulated vision for our school community ‘to support and
challenge our students to achieve their personal best then celebrate their efforts and
successes’. We can clearly see evidence of this as we reflect on our achievements.
As in previous years, our students achieved well in all areas of national testing with ten of
our departing Year 7 students earning recognition through offers of entry into specialist
gifted and talented programs and eight gaining entry into High Performance Learning
programs in secondary education. Four gold medals earned by our students in ICAS
(International Competitions and Assessments for Schools) testing representing the state’s
best, is further testimony to our students’ achievements.
Our students’ commitment to sporting events where they gave their absolute best, was
surpassed only by their amazing sportsmanship and teamwork – qualities which
demonstrate our commitment to and adoption of the Rosalie Values.
Our challenge to define what it is to be a truly successful learner, a learner who is deemed
successful within the context of his/her area of talent, led us once again to celebrate the
many and varied success of our students outside the physical constraints of the classroom.
These included our ANZAC Dawn Service and Annual Art Exhibition, concerts highlighting
the talents of our School of Instrumental Music (SIM) students as well as members the
Rosalie School Band and Junior and Senior Choirs, and of course through the success of
our Year 7 Musical - Puss in Boots.
Again we celebrate the wonderful partnerships that exist both within our school community
as well as with agencies external to the school. The Rosalie Writers’ Festival was but one
example of where student learning has thrived through these important partnerships. Late
in 2012 we signed a partnership with Tennis Australia which will see increased access to
tennis lessons, facilities and equipment for all our students in 2013.
In addition, our success in hosting a School Intern through the Western Australian
Combined Universities Training Schools Project (WACUTS) program now leads to further
expansion of the partnership. This initiative, as is the case with others, is due for further
expansion in 2013 and beyond leading to significant benefits for our students.
Although each year we say goodbye to our graduating parents who join their youngest child
in leaving Rosalie, we are confident the exceptional partnerships that exist between staff,
students and our entire school community will continue to have an impact on our students’
learning.
We look forward to the challenges ahead with confidence.
“This is Rosalie, friends and family, this is Rosalie, our school!”

Su Wilson
Principal

Bronwyn Rasmussen
School Board Chair
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Our Values
Our values provide the foundation to build social responsibility and a sense of
belonging through collaboration between child, family, school and the wider
community. These values find expression through the following behaviours:















Care and Compassion
We look after ourselves and care for one another;
Doing Your Best
We strive to accomplish worthy and admirable deeds, try hard and
pursue excellence;
A Fair Go
We treat all people fairly, we protect and support each other for the
benefit of all;
Freedom
We uphold the rights and privileges of living in Australia – to believe, to
think and to express ourselves;
Honesty and Trustworthiness
We are honest, sincere and seek the truth;
Integrity
We act in accordance with moral and ethical principles, ensuring
consistency between words and deeds;
Respect
We treat others with consideration and regard and respect their views;
Responsibility
We are accountable for our own actions, resolving differences in
constructive, peaceful ways, we contribute to society and we take care
of the environment; and
Understanding, Tolerance and Inclusion
We accept diversity by being aware of others and their cultures, we
strive to be included and include others.

Year 1 students worked with
residents at Amana Living as part of
the Centre’s 50th Anniversary
celebrations.
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Our Focus Areas and Strategies

2012 represented the second year of Rosalie Primary School’s 2011-2013 Business
Plan. This Plan identifies a number of strategic initiatives across four broad areas. These
areas are:
1. Successful Students;
Rosalie will foster a learning environment which encourages our students
to leave our school well prepared for their future, to be happy and secure
in themselves, and contribute positively to their community.
2. Excellence in Teaching and Learning;
Rosalie will create an environment which encourages, supports and
builds staff capacity for teaching excellence and adopts a personal
approach to ensure each student strives to achieve their potential.
3. A Safe, Supportive and Sustainable Environment; and
Rosalie will provide a safe, healthy and supportive environment for
students and staff, underpinned by a values rich learning culture that
supports quality learning and positive behaviours. We will strive to
develop in students a commitment to care for and nurture a sustainable
physical and natural environment.
4. Strong Sustainable Partnerships.
Rosalie will forge strong and sustainable community partnerships that
aspire to improve outcomes for students at Rosalie Primary School.
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Successful Students
In seeking to maximise the success of our students, Rosalie Primary School has adopted
a multi-faceted approach that emphasises the effective differentiation of teaching
programs to meet our students’ varying learning needs. This approach is based on
development of data-driven learning plans that are informed by on-entry and ongoing
baseline assessment. The collection and analysis of this data supports the early
identification of student learning support and extension needs.
Rosalie Primary School’s ‘Thinking Classroom’ program promotes and develops life-long
learning skills within our students. These skills will assist our students to experience
success through subsequent secondary and post-secondary learning.
We are proud of our students’ success across academic, sporting, artistic and cultural
dimensions. Our students’ are encouraged to participate in a wide range of programs at
regional, state and national levels.
Finally, Rosalie Primary School recognises the importance of developing the leadership
skills and personal health of each of our students. These qualities will ensure that our
students develop both the willingness and attributes to make meaningful and sustained
contributions to our
communities.
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Life-long Learning Skills

An old adage states: “Tell me and I forget, show
me and I remember, involve me and I
understand.” The final element in this statement
is the essence of inquiry-based learning. This
approach to learning is the focus of Rosalie
Primary School’s Thinking Classroom program.
The goal of the ‘Thinking Classroom’ program is
to develop successful learners, confident and
creative individuals, and active and informed
citizens. With this goal in mind, it is expected that
the full implementation of the ‘Thinking
Classroom’ program will assist in producing
learners that:





Leadership, Health & Community

Rosalie Primary School actively supports the
development of leadership skills in our students
through a wide variety of contexts. In 2012 these
included the Year 1 and 7 ‘Buddy’ Program, and
the appointment of Sports, Information and
Communications Technology (ICT), Music, and
Library Leaders.
Year group camps on Rottnest, the Perth Zoo,
and the 2012 Year 6&7 Bush Camp at Nanga,
provided an opportunity for students to develop
their leadership knowledge and skills through
participation in outdoor-challenge activities.

develop their capacity to learn and play an
active role in their own learning;
are able to think deeply and logically, and
obtain and evaluate evidence in a disciplined
way as a result of studying fundamental
disciplines; and
are creative, innovative and resourceful, and
are able to solve problems in ways that draw
upon a range of learning areas and
disciplines.
Critical

Creative

Caring

In 2012, the focus of this program was on the
implementation of the ‘Thinking Classroom’
model of inquiry learning, supported through a
cycle of collaborative planning. A particular
highlight involved our Year 1 students working
with our upper primary students’ in exploring the
inquiry process through a number of collaborative
projects.

Year 6 and 7 students rafting at the
Challenge Camp – Nanga Bush Camp.
Physical education plays an integral role in the
development of lifelong skills and positive
attitudes towards exercise. At Rosalie Primary
School, our students participate in a wide variety
of individual and team sports, in both instructional
and competitive contexts.

Physical Education highlights for 2012 included
our Year 6 girls winning the Perth Netball
Association Sub-A6 Premiership, Rosalie Primary
School winning the CCSRG Interschool Athletics
Carnival, and the participation of Year 1 - Year 7
students in our very own Olympic Opening
Ceremony and tabloid games events.
The ‘Thinking Classroom’ – creating
and sharing in practice.
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Personal Excellence
Rosalie Primary School promotes a culture of
personal success by providing students with
opportunities to participate in a wide variety of
academic, sporting and creative activities at
regional, state and national levels.
In 2012, our students participated in the
University of New South Wales’ International
Competitions and Assessments for Schools
(ICAS) program. In all, students from Years 3
through to 7 were awarded one hundred and
nine Credits, eighty-five Distinctions, and sixteen
High Distinctions across the assessment areas
of Computing, Science, Spelling, Writing, English
and Mathematics. Three of our students were
awarded a total of four Medals – the programs
highest honour for their achievement in
Computing, Spelling, and English.

Our three ICAS Medallists.
The biennial Rosalie Writers Festival took place
over 22-24 May 2012. This year’s theme ‘Words
in Action’ saw some twenty, authors and
illustrators, working with students at a class and
whole of school level, to explore excellence in
writing.

Students working with Mr Sean Avery –
Author and Illustrator at the 2012 Rosalie
Writer’s Festival

Importantly, the Rosalie Writers Festival involves
members of the community, with many parents,
grandparents, and community leaders, joining in
with our students throughout the week.
ICT had a significant focus during this year’s
Festival, with students interacting with a number
of writers and illustrators through asynchronous
online question and answer forums.
Students are encouraged to pursue personal
excellence in arts through a number of
endeavours. A high point in the Rosalie Primary
School calendar is the annual ‘Artist in
Residence’ program.

The ‘Artist in Residence’ program culminates in
students exhibiting their collaborative and
individual art works at the Rosalie Art Exhibition,
attended by parents and community members.
Finally, Rosalie Primary School has a longstanding tradition of presenting a musical,
performed by our Year 7 students. This year’s
musical – ‘Puss in Boots’ provided an opportunity
for our graduating students to demonstrate their
performing arts and interpersonal skills to the
broader community.

Graduating students demonstrating
their performing arts skills in the
2012 Year 7 Musical – Puss in Boots.
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Differentiated Curriculum

The effective differentiation of teaching and
learning is dependent on the identification of
individual student learning needs and priorities.
To support effective differentiation, Rosalie
Primary School used a broad suite of schoolwide, baseline assessments in 2012.

Critically, these forms of assessment augment
classroom assessment to build comprehensive
profiles of our individual students’ learning
needs. Students identified as requiring
educational support received targeted support,
coordinated through Individual Education Plans.

Specifically, the collection of norm-referenced
spelling and mathematics data for students in
Years 1 through to 7 complemented mandated
NAPLAN (National Assessment Plan – Literacy
and Numeracy – Years 3, 5, and 7) and WAMSE
(Western Australian Monitoring Standards in
Education – Years 5 and 7) testing.

Students’ identified as likely to benefit from
academic extension participated in a number of
enrichment programs, including ICAS, Primary
Extension and Challenge (PEAC) program, and
the 2012 Australian Mathematics Competition.

The information collected through each of these
assessments was used by individual teachers,
teaching teams, and learning area coordinators,
to assist in planning learning activities, designed
to meet identified areas of student need.
Information obtained through the NAPLAN and
WAMSE assessment also provides Rosalie
Primary School with important feedback
regarding the effectiveness of our teaching and
learning structures and activities.
These
measures are represented in the section
‘Measures of Student Achievement’ of this
report.

In 2012, the PEAC program was extended to
provide enrichment opportunities to a number of
Year 1 students, who were identified as
benefiting from extension through the on-entry
assessment program.
Finally, Rosalie Primary School’s music
education program provided differentiated
learning opportunities to students through the
Massed Choir, the School Band, and
Instrumental Music program – run in partnership
with the Western Australian School of
Instrumental Music (SIM).

Rosalie Primary School’s Band,
performing at the 2012 Band
Assembly
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Measures of Student Achievement

The following figures compare the 2012 performance of students at Rosalie Primary School
with all Western Australian and Australian students, using mean NAPLAN scores. These
figures indicate that Rosalie students are achieving test scores that are significantly higher
than the mean scores of all Western Australian and Australian students.
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Measures of Student Achievement continued…
A more instructive measure of student test achievement can be found by comparing our
students against the performance of students at statistically equivalent schools, where this is
based on the Australian Curriculum and Reporting Authority’s Index of Community SocioEducational Advantage (ICSEA). The following figures describe this relationship and
demonstrate that in reading, the proportion of Rosalie students achieving 'excellent' test scores
exceeds that of statistically equivalent school for all year groups. Similarly for numeracy in
years 3 and 5, Rosalie has a higher proportion of students achieving 'excellent' scores.
Numeracy results for Year 7 do not conform to this trend and will need to be examined and
resourced as needed in 2013.
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Measures of Student Achievement continued…

In addition to measuring the relative level of our students’ achievement, Rosalie Primary
School also monitors the performance of our students over time. This is achieved by
comparing the NAPLAN assessment outcomes of each student cohort against statistically
equivalent (‘like’) schools over time.
The following tables contain data on the percentage of students that are achieving scores in
the top 20 per cent of all Australian students. In general, it can be seen that the majority of
Rosalie Primary School students (more than 50 per cent) are performing in the top 20 per
cent. This applies across most years and subject areas.
Year 3

Reading
Writing
Spelling
Grammar & Punct
Numeracy

2010
72%
77%
67%
69%
74%

Rosalie PS
2011
51%
63%
39%
55%
55%

2010
74%
31%
45%
56%
59%

Rosalie PS
2011
48%
55%
29%
63%
80%

2010
75%
75%
58%
58%
83%

Rosalie PS
2011
81%
42%
58%
64%
78%

2012
55%
74%
38%
59%
51%

2010
54%
51%
44%
41%
55%

Like Schools
2011
48%
47%
40%
50%
44%

2012
50%
48%
39%
52%
51%

2010
62%
45%
52%
59%
70%

Like Schools
2011
56%
51%
48%
59%
58%

2012
57%
53%
53%
58%
55%

2010
60%
56%
49%
52%
59%

Like Schools
2011
61%
49%
49%
54%
63%

2012
52%
55%
49%
60%
58%

Year 5

Reading
Writing
Spelling
Grammar & Punct
Numeracy

2012
68%
69%
53%
65%
68%
Year 7

Reading
Writing
Spelling
Grammar & Punct
Numeracy

2012
58%
50%
37%
61%
43%

Similarly we are able to observe our performance over time, once again comparing results with
those of like schools.

Reading

Writing
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Measures of Student Achievement continued…
Spelling

Grammar & Punctuation

Numeracy
Our target is to consistently achieve ‘at or above’
these statistically similar of ‘like’ schools.
Staff and the School Board have analysed the
strengths and weaknesses of particular cohorts using
both NAPLAN and other data sources and have
allocated resources accordingly.
In turn, our teachers have worked to identify quality
programs to meet the needs of our students, both in
learning support and in extension.

2012 was the year of the London Olympics. Rosalie Primary School students celebrated with the world
by running their own Opening Ceremony. This event provided our Year 5 students with an opportunity
to engage in a rich inquiry learning sequence that saw them working collaboratively and creatively
across Literacy, Studies of Society and Environment, Health and Physical Education, and Visual and
Performing Arts curriculum areas.
The Opening Ceremony was followed by a whole of school tabloid games event that allowed all of our
students to explore the national dress and regalia of the 36 cultures and nationalities of the 2012
Olympics, represented in our diverse school community.
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Excellence in Teaching and Learning

Rosalie Primary School endeavours to create an environment that encourages, supports
and builds staff capacity for teaching excellence.
In 2012, there was a significant focus on the coordinated implementation of the English,
Mathematics, History and Science components of the new national curriculum. Much of
this planning was coordinated through Rosalie Primary School’s teacher learning teams.
Teachers were supported in the development and maintenance of these learning teams
through the provision of group planning and review time, together with ‘whole of school’
and learning group based professional development. Outcomes from the operations of
these learning teams included the implementation of a Literacy Hour (including the
Western Australian Primary Principals’ Association – sight words and phonological
awareness programs) throughout the early learning classrooms. Other examples of
improvements in teaching and learning being initiated and implemented at the learning
team level included the implementation of on-entry assessment and speech screening in
the early learning classrooms, the introduction of inquiry learning tools within the
Kindergarten classrooms, and the implementation of the iMaths inquiry learning program
across the Year 1 classes.
An additional priority for staff professional learning and collaboration was the development
of a school-wide implementation plan and timetable for Rosalie Primary School’s
‘Thinking Classrooms’ inquiry learning framework.
Finally, the embedding of Information and Communication Technology continued to be a
major source of influence on the development of teaching and learning at Rosalie Primary
School. Over the course of 2012, teaching staff worked collaboratively in developing their
instructional practices to ensure that maximum benefit was derived from the use of
Rosalie Primary School’s Interactive Whiteboard technologies.

Our teaching staff celebrated ‘Book Week’ by performing in a themed
pantomime – written by a member of staff.
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Safe, Supportive and Sustainable Learning Environments
Rosalie Primary School is committed to providing a safe, healthy and supportive environment
for students and staff. In 2012 there were a number of key initiatives in this area. These
included the launching of the Rosalie Values statements, a successful funding submission to
the National School Chaplaincy Program that will support the appointment of our own
chaplain, the Year 1 and 7 Buddy Program and Assembly, and the establishment, by students,
of new sustainable gardens within the school.

The Year 1 and 7 ‘Buddy’ program
assists younger students in transitioning
to school.

Our Year 5 students created an
award winning sustainable garden.

A number of measures are relevant to the monitoring of the health of Rosalie Primary School’s
learning environment:
Student Attendance: Student attendance is an important indicator of the health of a learning
environment, with our students’ recording higher rates of attendance than the State average in
2012.
Rosalie Primary School Attendance = 94.8%

State School Attendance = 92.3%

School Community Satisfaction Survey:
In order to monitor progress toward this goal, Rosalie Primary School conducted a survey of
student, staff and parent satisfaction. In all, thirty-nine students (Year 7), seven staff, and sixtythree parents completed the 2012 survey. The results from survey questions relating directly to the
maintenance of a safe and supportive learning environment are described in the following figures.
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Strong and Sustainable Partnerships
The Rosalie school community continues to support our students to achieve their personal best
through a number of ongoing partnerships and new initiatives in 2012.
Additional Learning Opportunities
The support given by the Rosalie P&C to enable additional learning activities for the students is
outstanding. In 2012 the Rosalie School community organised and funded the Rosalie Writers’
Festival. A three-day festival providing the whole school community access to over 20 authors,
illustrators and songwriters was a highlight of the school year. The Writers’ Festival continued
its long association with the Fremantle Arts Press, who assisted the school in attracting the
fantastic local authors and illustrators to participate in the event. In partnership with the Lane
Bookshop, Rosalie was able to hold a Book Fair at both the Writers’ Festival and in Term 4,
providing additional funding for our school library. In addition, the Artist-in-Residence program
was made available to all Rosalie students culminating in a very successful whole school art
exhibition. Speech screening for all Pre-Primary students was also funded by the P&C as well
as funding the Reading Eggs program for junior students. In 2012 a total of 12 interactive
whiteboards were purchased by the P&C to enable our students and teachers to utilise
technology to enhance the learning opportunities. The P&C also funded a number of Apple
computers to enable students to develop their computer skills and expertise in Apple computer
applications.
In addition, donations of 15 computers received from BankWest provided us with PCs and
Laptops which significantly improved our infrastructure.
The Parents as Partners initiative continues to link skills and resources available in our
community with those needed to support our children in the classroom. Activities supported by
Parents as Partners and the wider school community include extension maths, Support-aReader, excursions, camps, musicals, writing, computing and sharing social and cultural
experiences.
Enhanced social and cultural opportunities
The School Board focussed on developing and enhancing our strong links with a number of
community organisations, including UWA, Subiaco Council, Shenton College and Kings Park.
These partnership initiatives resulted in a number of successful activities and outcomes
including:









The ANZAC day service. This is a special event at Rosalie and the Board invited many
guests from the community and school partners to attend.
Provision of placement opportunities for pre-service teachers from UWA and ECU,
including our introduction to the WACUTS (WA Combined Universities) initiative.
Subiaco Council organised and funded an information evening about the Rosalie
Writers’ Festival to be held at the Subiaco library, providing exposure to the wider
community on the benefits of the Writers Festival to students and an opportunity to
showcase our students work.
Rosalie Primary School signed a partnership agreement with Tennis Australia late in
2012 for increased access to tennis lessons, facilities and equipment in 2013.
The Rosalie School band continues to expand its participation into the broader
community, including parents, teachers, as well as students from neighbouring
schools, this allows our students to enjoy the opportunity to ‘make music’ with people
who share their love of and interest in music.
The school was lucky to participate in the pilot program with Kings Park in testing the
Naturescape learning environment. Students from a number of years were given the
opportunity to ‘test’ the new area and provide feedback to the Park staff.
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Strong and Sustainable Partnerships cont.
Drawing on community partnerships and expertise to inform direction-setting
The School Board and P&C together promoted participation of the wider school community to
help inform the Board’s decision making and direction-setting for Rosalie.








The Board comprises members that possess a wide range of qualifications, skills and
experience. The Board periodically reviews its mix of expertise and where there are
gaps in particular disciplines, efforts are made to foster partnerships with members of
the wider school community that have these skills and qualifications.
In 2012 the Board invited teaching staff that have the responsibility for leading key
learning areas at Rosalie to present information about their direction and plans at each
Board meeting. This initiative is helping the Board get a better appreciation of the
various initiatives being implemented by the teachers, which is important for informing
the Board’s direction-setting role.
Representatives from the School Board and P&C attended a number of information
sessions held by teachers, at which the teachers outlined areas where they would
welcome participation by the broader school community in school activities.
A Buildings and Grounds Committee was formed in late 2012, with input from the
Parents as Partners program. The Committee is is developing a grounds plan for the
school. This committee, in conjunction with Subiaco Council, oversaw a significant
tree planting program around the school grounds.

Our Year 5 students benefit from our partnerships with the City Of Subiaco in
winning the 2012 Sustainable Verge and Garden Competition - Best School
Garden Award
Grants/Funding
The School Board in conjunction with the P&C launched a Building Fund, to provide additional
funds to develop and enhance the learning facilities within the school. The Fund will provide a
vehicle through which parents can make direct contributions, through fundraising activities, that
will be specifically earmarked for improvement of Rosalie’s infrastructure.
The school recognises and values the many contributions its community partners provide to
our students educational experience. Fundraising events such as the Movie Night held in 2012
draw on the generous support of local businesses as does all the pro-bono advice provided by
lawyers, architects and other professionals within our community. Over the course of 2012 the
efforts of all the volunteers involved in providing support for the school and promotion of
activities being undertaken have been acknowledged in the school newsletter.
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Managing Our Physical and Financial Resources

Rosalie Primary School Financial Summary as at 31 December 2012
Revenue ‐ Cash
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Budget

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
Total $
Opening Balance $
Total Funds Available $

Voluntary Contributions
Charges and Fees
Government Allowances
P&C Contributions
Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships
DoE Grants
Other State Govt Grants
Commonwealth Govt Grants
Trading Activities
Other
Internal Transfers

Actual

28,496.55
147,845.02
‐
104,117.88
6,041.74
185,170.68
‐
‐
1,920.82
37,670.24
12,765.37
524,028.30
154,217.14
678,245.44

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Revenue ‐ Budget vs Actual

28,496.55
147,845.02
‐
104,117.88
6,041.74
185,170.68
‐
‐
1,920.82
37,671.93
12,765.37
524,029.99
154,217.14
678,247.13

Budget

$000

Actual
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Current Year Actual Revenue Sources
Locally Gen
DoE Grants
Other Govt
Other
Transfers
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$ 288,422.01Other
$ 185,170.68 7%
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Revenue Source

DoE Grants

Expenditure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Budget

Administration
Leases
Utilities
Repairs/Maintenance/Grounds
Capital Works
Assets and Resources
Education Services
Other Specific Programs
Trading Activities
Salary Pool Payments to Central Office
Other
Transfers to Reserves

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

37,090.46
‐
61,647.35
104,444.64
‐
106,098.98
248,139.35
11,265.20
‐
13,000.00
27,414.65
58,110.00

Actual
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

27,700.24
‐
60,666.08
39,340.72
‐
97,509.72
213,695.25
7,064.84
‐
13,000.00
23,261.07
58,110.00

667,210.63 $

540,347.92

Expenditure ‐ Budget vs Actual
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Cash Position as at:
Bank Balance
Made up of:
General Fund Balance
Deductible Gift Funds
Trust Funds
Asset Replacement Reserves
Suspense Accounts
Cash Advances
Tax Position
Total Bank Balance

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
‐$
‐$
$

207,558.67
‐
137,899.21
‐
‐
70,679.10
2,716.36
200.00
3,536.00
207,558.67
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Our Vision
Our school community supports and
challenges our students to achieve their
personal best and celebrates their efforts
and successes.
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